Dear State Water Resources Control Board,

I don’t think that all of the water should be for farming. When there is not enough water in the rivers and it is hot an algal bloom comes and it
might be toxic. 😞

From, Soliana

P.S. My classroom helps the earth a lot. 😊
Dear State Water Resources Control Board,

If too much water goes to the farms, the water will get low and warm then the salmon can not get through. Salmon is also one of my favorite foods. Since the water is
low and warm it will cause algae blooms. That can be toxic and can kill salmon. The good thing is that it will create nutrients for nature but if you let it lay there eggs then it will provide take half of the salmon and it would water for the salmon. For the sake of

Fronk,

Noooo.
Dear State Water Resources Control Board,

Please help the Delta. We need salmon. If we don't protect the salmon, we need it to survive. Tell the farmers to not take water out of the rivers; it will create algae blooms and that's toxic to the salmon and other fish. It will also affect things in the future. We need fresh water too. The Delta is really important to us. Those are only water and that's only water we will ever have. And if we didn't have salmon, it will affect a lot of things that are in the future. We really need to protect nature so can you help? And the water source need to be more reliable. And remember to protect the environment. From, Nate
Dear State Water Resources Control Board,

The hole world is connected. It's connected to the Delta. All the rivers in the world connect to the Delta. When you pull out too much water it turns into algae bloom. Then the
algal bloom goes into the Delta. We drink that water. So please please please stop pulling out the water and help the Earth!

From,
Paige
Dear State Water Resource Control Board, we can't let the farmers take all the water. Algae blooms make it hard to drink water and there is less and less water.
The fishermen can not fish for salmon and the population of the salmon is decreasing. The farmers are destroying the Delta. We need the water to live and if you choose to let the farmers destroy the Delta, you
you let the
domino destroy a
happy living future
but if you a
happy future you
can do not to
the domino make
up the Delta. The
everything depend on
this choice, the people, the kids, your family, and many others. Your friends depend on that one choice. I know you think that you will.stay but if you don't buy any
farm food is good by roots and are the rain to water your plants you can save the water and put it out of burning if you can, let it
lose the job or we use the rain to help the environment. If you care about the environment, the world, fishing, the Delta, the fish, then you will want
To choose the Delta, you say, "I want the world to be a better place. The world would be a better place if I lived."

From:

[Signature]
Dear State Water

Resources Control

hand. I'm a kid.

And you do not

wish to make

the rain against

Do you? So please

don't take more

than 40% of
The famed water from the Deka Bekaus

First, you must take out how much in water. The water needs to be cold, and then put the eggs into the water. After a few days, you can have live baby Bekaus. Yum! You can eat them too. Do that for all those yummy fish you make.
You take water it make
the water warm has
how alone them's a ruin
if that happens your
crop might die but in
your crop have food
and you eat that
food you and other
pepper might even it
them you saw your just making
it so you can't get
the whole you can't
you know soon yet
won't have
water
and
map
remember
everything
is
correct
Dear State Water Resources Control Board,

If farmers keep on taking the water from the rivers. In the summer algae is going to bloom and fish are going to start dying, and we can get
poison and could die when people drink the water. Because the algae could still be in there.

Love, Nica
Dear State Water Resources

Control Board,

Please let the water be clean and fresh water. Let less water go to farm. We need more water so the salmon can go thrive because there are many dying. Let the water get to children, the
algae will bloom and that can be toxic for the animals and us! It might change the future.

Love,

Nina
Dear State Water Resources Control Board,

You need to stop taking water from the rivers and the Delta. It’s can kill the salmon and us! The algae blooms are growing that can
poison our water. Remember, everything is connected.

From,
Piper
Dear State Water Resources Control Board,

Hi, do you know that the water is going to the farm not the Delta?

I think we should not let the Delta into farms.

I think we should put fresh water everywhere.

Love, Drew
Dear State Water Resources Control Board,

Hi, do you know that the water is going to the farm, not the rivers and the Delta?

And that is bad. We also need water. Because the fish have to swim back to the Delta, they have to
lay their eggs and then the mother fish has to pie from Bentley.
Dear state Water Resources Committee,

If the fish die, we die! So do not take out 3,098,563 nets of water from the Delta because every pound of water that you are taking out is one step closer to dying. So please help.
The salmon! Also take less water from the Delta! If you take 300,62,563 water the future will be a disaster but if you cut less it will be a big, good, and beautiful world but if you want to trash it do what you're doing. BUT PLEASE DO NOT SO help you salmon and the Future! From an Earth lover, Jackson
Dear State Water Resources

Control Board, please help the Salmon because when the farmers take the water from the fields, the water is going down and then the Salmon can not swim to the ocean. Also the algae bloom star’s spreading out it might be toxic and the Salmon
might breath it and they will die of breathing the toxic water. Please help the salmon live.

Love, James
Dear State Water Resources Control Board, the Delta has less water. Because people keep taking water from the Delta. If there is not enough water there are going to be algae blooms and that is bad for our environment. The salmon number is going down. Because of how much water...
We were using from the Delta.

the Salmon now do not know
were to lay there eggs because
the farmers are taking the
water from the Delta.

Love, Eva
Dear State Water Resources Control Board,

Please have soil and water tests from the军士
Cairns the Delta released to the Army So I want to let you know the inten
for water usage. Sincerely,

Emily Ethel
Dear State Water Resources Control Board, please please save the Delta water! Because if there is not alot of water in the Delta it can warm up and there can be an algae bloom. So help the Delta water. From, Keira
Dear State Water Resources Control Board, please, please protect the fresh water flows. If we don’t the salmon can not lay their eggs. The earth is very, very important. If you keep pulling the fresh water out the water will
get warmer and cause toxic algae blooms. The blooms might cause the Salmon to die! We need the Salmon to eat. And they are very fun to catch.

From, Penelope Frost